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27th August, 1919.Executive Council<e

The letter from the General Post Office dated the 17th

.May, 1919, was read to the Council.

After considering the matter the Council approved of the 

introduction of the system between the Imperial Post Office 

and the Post Office of the Falkland Islands, provided it were

if

clearly understood that the delivery of parcels in the 

Colony under the scheme should be made in Stanley only, and 

recommended that the Colonial Postmaster should be authorised 

to enter into arrangements with the Imperial Post Office> the 

system to take effect as from the 1st January, 1920.

The Council advised that the fees to be collected in

■}

s.
,.V

Subsequent Paper.
Stanley under the scheme should be those mentioned in the . 

letter from the General Post Office, London, viz.,

Trade Charge 2-|d. in respect of each pound or part of a pound'
r

value, Posting Charge 2d. each parcel, and Delivery Charge
4d. A



4d. each parcel, and that the value of each parcel posted 

under the system should not exceed fort Jr pounds (£40).

The Council further advised that the Detailed 

Regulations for carrying out the Rules governing the 

Exchange of Postal Parcels sucject to Trade Charges between 

the Post Office of Great Britain and the Post Office of 

Stanley, Falkland Islands, as framed by the Imperial Post 

Office, should be made and applied by the Governor in 

Council under the provisions of the Post Office 

Ordinanc e, 1898•

The Governor concurred and said the Colonial Postmaster 

would be requested to take the necessary action in the 

matter. I l '■yv-.’-y, y
I Clerk to the Council.

29th August, 1919.
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Hon.Col.secty.

I think that the sending of the cable 

kindly drawn out by you will much facilitate 
matters.

I thank you for kindly putting the 

message into Code fo r me.
Cablegram sent to the Cable Office 

for transmission accordingly

!

Col,postmaster.
I3th sepbr 1919
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CIRCULAR. (B).

Downing Street,
25.0 < q> 1th

Sir,

1 have the honour to invite reference to the Earl of. Elgin-s Circular

despatch of the 28th of A ugust, 1907, respecting a proposal for the establishment

of a service throughout the Empire for the collection of trade charges on letter

packets and parcels sent by post. The service is in force at present with certain

of the Colonies, but not with the territory under your administration.

2. From time to time the Postmaster General has been urged to establish

a service for the collection of trade charges on parcels exchanged by post between

It is thought that such a■ servicethe United Kingdom and foreign countries.

must be introduced after the War, at all events with allied, and probably also

until neutral countries, and. it is proposed to enter into negotiations with the view

of introducing a service, applicable to parcels only, based on the system in force

between countries which are parlies to the Postal Union Parcel Post Convention.

3. This system is no doubt'well known to the Postal Authorities of the

territory wider your administration, and it may commend itself to them more

than the different system proposed in 1907. In any case the Postmaster General

would be averse from introducing a “ Cash on Delivery ” service between the

United Kingdom and foreign countries without affording your Government an

opportunity of taking part, and it has been arranged that, the British Post Office

should write to Colonial Post Offices, informing them of the benefits of the new

The Officer Administering

the Government o\

J



system from the point of view of simplicity of working. and explaining various

points of detail.

4. / desire to commend the scheme to your consideration, and I trust

that you will agree as to the desirability of the territory under your

administration adopting the proposed service as a means of improving trade

relations within the Empire.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

MILNER.
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FALKLAND ISLANDS.

Minute Pared.

Departmental Number. From colonial. stalester.

The Hon. Col. SeoreWy.Date AUGUST I+tii jS.lS.- To

SUBJECT.

PARCEL POST on ouah on Delivery system.
P«3tm^star General,G.P.O.Lond® n, asks if Colony of 
Fa.lklu.nd Islands '.till adopy the C. o’. D. system.

Deference
Numbers.

Hon.Cel.Sacty.

I beg to submit attached letter dated 17 th 
Huy last received fro m the General peat Office,London.

2. The p: atrnuster General asks whether thi3 
Ctl.-ny will establish the cash on delivery system as 
regards Parcel post only.

3. This system has not previously breen in 
$pe ration in this Colony and I am,tlierefore,unable to Say 
whether the system, if adopted pvc’u Id be of benefit to the’ 
Colony -or o-therwise.

4, I am inclined t c think that the system 
7/culd be workable provided that C.O.D. parcels were not 
left on t he hands of the p<>st Office by reason of the 
refusal o f the addressee to pay the charge’s on the 

parcel,- provision would appear to be made to overcome 
this difficulty by Article I (’4) of the Detailed 
Regulations which provides that the parcel must be 
accompanied by a request signed by the’ sender that, if the 
parcel is undeiiVerdble at the expiration of 15 days from 
its arrival at the place of destination it is to be (a'' 
abandoned *0 r’ (b) returned to him at his expens

t lieTC~-
Colonial Postmaster,

August l4th 1519

bv.

3/1/17.

,



Address reply to-“The Secretary, General Post Office,"

82798/19.
quoting Registered No..

GENERAL POST OFFICE, LONDON, E.C. 1.

q Kay 1519.
Si-,

For some years past, the British Pest Office has been 

prepared to establish with ary British Colony or Protectorate 

rilling to participate, a service for the collection and 

remittance to the sender cf the value of goods sent by
The "Cash on Delivery" service v/ith the participating 

Colonies has been found useful as a means of assisting the 

trade in small goods within the Empire; but 

aware, no such service is in operation between our iro Offices.
As a result cf the War, the Postmaster General has beer, 

urg.d to set up a Cash on Delivery service between the 

United Kingdom and the Dominions and Allied Countries for the

The Foreign Post Offices 

which maintain Cash or. Delivery services have adopted the 

syst m of the Postal Union, which differs from that maintained 

by this Office, and they could not be expected to adopt the 

existing system of this Office.
Union Parcel Post Cash on Delivery system, it was found to 

bo simpler in some respects than the service of this Office , 
and, with a slight modification as to fees which will not 

affect the relations of this Office with any other Post 

Office, it is acceptable to this Office.

The Postmaster General has therefor proposed to the 

Pest Offices of Dominions and of certain Allied Countries 

the establishment of a Cas

post.

as you are

improvement of trade relations.

On examination cf the Postal

on Delivery service, applicable 

to parcels only, based on the Postal Union Parcel system, 

between, the United Kingdom and those Dominions and countries; 

and I am to invite your co-operation in the establishment of 

a similar service between our two countries.
The Postmaster,

STANLEY, Falkland Islands.

li

VT'vi *vV*



Under the Postal Union System, a special Card Ibney 

"Order accompanies - the parcel to1its destination and. is

a liouey Order ineventually returned to the sender as 

payment of the'Trade Charge. -he sender pays at the 

tim: of posting the. fee for the Cash on Delivery Service,
calculated at l£ of tee value of.- the Trade Charge, with.a

This fee-has been fixed, at 2§d.minimum of 20 centines.

per Cl of TraderCharge by this Office as the nearest 

convenient equivalent to This fee would not cover the cost 

of tee -.Service to this Office; and the Postmaster Ceneral. has
therefore, decided to charge posting, and delivery fees on. 
Cash on Delivery parcels posted and delivered in this . 
Country.

As neither of our two Countries is. a party to the Postal
; ■ •

. Ur:on Parcel Post Convention, it vyiil.be necessary to
regulate the Cash on Delivery service by means of a special 

agreement; and draft Rules for the purpose, of which a 

copy is annexed, have been prepared in this Office. You will
■

observe; teat "they follow closely the wording of the Postal 

Union Parcel Post Convention; and the following observations 

on points of detail may be of use. in connexion with their 

consideration.
Article-2. The maximum.Trade Charge has been fixed 

at £40 on'parcels''intended for delivery in,.the United Kingdom. 

'The option "'is left to pur Office-to fix a lower maximum if 

desired.
Article 5. fixes tee special "Remboursement" fee to be 

collected by this Office at 2gd. for each £1 or |raction of 

£1 of Trade Charge.' This is the nearest equivalent practicable 

in'‘this Country to the Union fee, of 20 centimes for each 20 

* 8nd the fis? substantia1ly 1 per cent •£ the

amount of Trade Charge.- *

i

francs

You



You'hill see from Article 4 that -this Office finds 

it necessary tc charge a "posting fee" of 2d. per 

parcel posted in the United Kingdom and a "delivery fee" 

of dd. per parcel delivered in the United Kingdom. This 

is the modification of the-Union arrangement referred to 

earlier in. this letter; arid of course ro objection

vd.ll be raised by this Office if you should find it nee-essory 

tc charge similar fees on parcels posted and delivered in
As the Office which collects such feesyour Country.

vrill retain, them } the simple accounting arrangements bet we r. 
the t’7o Offices veil 1 be unaffected by this modification of

the Postal Union System.
It .is not proposed to allow the sender of a 

"Renbourseme-nt" parcel posted under this arrangement to 

have the Trade Charge cancelled or reduced after posting-; 

and Article ') has been, worded accordingly. This is in 

consequence of the provisions of Article I fl 4 of the 

Detail-d Rcrulations. which require the sender tc give 

alternative instructions on the parcel for its abandonment 

or return if undeliverable at the end of .15 days. Tho- 

large number of parcels sort by speculative traders which

•wore undelivered, and the. consequent avoidable amour.-': of
rendered such awork occasioned to the Post Off in 

regulation essential in the Cash on Delivery sonoi.ee at

present maintained by this Office. The Postmaster utnsral 

hopes that you will agree to this Article, which has boon 

accepted by the Post Offices c-f France, Italy and 

Pew Zealand.
Detailed Regulations Article III. I ok to enclose, a

specimen of the Trade Charge Money Order which it is proposed
it should be explained that,.to use. lit this Office, 

on account of the wide-reaching facilities for banking W.i-r.
are



are available in this Country, it is proposed to pay all 

Trade Charge Money Orders through Banks. Under the 

existing arrange;!ent between this Office and Bankers, it is 

not necessary for these orders to be receipted by the payee. 
Detailed Regulations Article IV. As the currency of

the Falkland Islands is sterling, the provisions of this 

Article would, cf course, not be applicable to the service 

between our two Offices.

Detailed Reflations Article IX. Trade Charge Money Orders 

which have to be returned to this Country under the 

provisions of this Article should be- forwarded directly

■ to the Money Order Department if this Office.
Detailed Reflations Article X. The Account of Trade 

Charge Orders paid in the Colony should be forwarded 

monthly to the Money Order Department of this Office -and 

the amount due should be claimed in the next General 

Account rendered. The amounts due to this Office in 

respect of Trade Charge Orders paid in the United Kingdom 

should be credited in the next General Account rendered 

after the receipt of the relative Trade Charge Account frerr. 

tiie Money Order Department, any differences that may be 

discovered in the process of examination being left for 

adjustment later by statement of errors.
The Postmaster General has no doubt that you will give 

this proposal your 

you ill be able to co-operate 

of this service for the improvement of the trade 

relations between our two Countries.
I an, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

careful consideration; and he hopes that 

with his in the establishment
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\

c.s. ::o. 530/19

POST OFFICE,

STANLEY,FALKLAND ISLANDS,

Iat SEPTEMBER I5IJ.

Sir,
With reference to your letter No. 8275&/I5 dated tre 

17th day last on the subject of the establishment with

parcel postthis Colony ox the "Cash on Delivery System" 

system, I have the honour to inform you that after 

considering the matter the Colonial Government has 

approved of the introduction of the system between your

Office of this Colony,provided it is 

clearly understood that the delivery of parcels in the 

Colony under the scheme should be made in Stanley only,and 

I have accordingly been authorised to enter into 

arrangements with your Office with a view to bringing the

It is suggested that the system 

o peration between our respective offices

Office and the post

scheme into operatio n.

should come into

on the 1st January 1^20.

2. The fees approved to be collected in Stanley under 

the scheme are tho se mentioned in your letter under 

acknowledgment vi^. , Trade charge 2^d in

respect

THE SECRETARY.

GENERAL POST OFFICE,

LOUDON.



4

respect of each pound or part of a pound value, posting 

charge 2d each parcel,and Delivery charge 4d each parcel, 

and that the value of each parcel posted under the 

system should not oxoeed forty pounda (£4g).

The Detailed Regulations for carrying out the 

Rules governing the exchange of postal parcel subject to 

Trad© charges between the post Office of Great Britain and 

t he poet Office of this Colony,ae framed by your office, 

have been accepted by t his Administration and will be made 

and applied by the Governor in Council under the 

provisions of the post Office(Falkland Islands) Ordinance
I&jS.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

vant.7AJL ~y

Colonial poatra&ater*
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MINUTE

Honble Col.secty.

I beg to attach a telegram received on 

the 7th inst.,from the General post office,London,

in which the postmaster General approves the 

proposal concerning the C-0.D*Parcel system

contained in my telegram of the 13th Sepbr last.

ffv JbiAjL
Colonial Postmaster.

8th October 1919
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MINUTE "'"V"a
10 D£0.1919

^4ij£LA%£^
\

ft;
C.S.530/1919.'

Hon. Col.secty.

I beg to submit the attached letter aat dd 

8th October last received from the General post 

Offic©,London, on the subject of the Cash on Delivery 

parcel post system between the United Kingdom and this 

Colony .

2. perhaps you will kindly furnish me -with 

copies of the Order-in-Council referring to the matter

made,I think,on the 27th August last!

i
/

-—4
Colonial postmaster. 

9'th Decbr' 1919.
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Registered N>>....??.7.98/ 19

Any further/letter should bear this 
number and should bo addressed 1 o— 

This Skoxustaiiy,
General I’ost Office.

GENERAL POST OFFICE, LONDON, E.C. 1.

S October 1919.

Sir,

The Postmaster General was glad to learn from your

telegram of the 13th of last month that you have been

authorised by your Government to accept his proposal for

the establishment of a Cash on Delivery Service between the

United Kingdom and the Falkland Islands on the basis of the

Rules sent to you with the letter from this Office of the

The Postmaster General concurs17th of May last, No*82798*

in your proposal that the new Service should commence on the

1st of January next; and I am to confirm the telegram sent

to you on the 7th of this month, which,when decoded, read

as follows:- “Approve proposal contained in your telegram

of 13 September”•

It is noted that Port Stanlej' will be the only place

in the Falkland Islands to participate in the Service, that

the maximum Trade Charge on parcels posted in the Falkland
I3land8The Postmaster, 

St-anley ?
Falkland Islands.

?\i
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Islands will be £tyO, and that the amounts of the Special
•• • • • r

Fee, the Posting Fee and the Delivery Fee to be charged by 

your Office will be the same as the corresponding fees 

charged in the United Kingdom*

I am, Sir,*i

Your obedient Servant,

.

0 t

>- • -V-.

. * •

.* *.

% •
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' uhgjjjj islands .

CASK ON DELIVERY SERVICE.

Rules governing the exchange of Postal Parcels subject 

to Trace Charges between the Post Office of Great 

Britain ana Ireland ana the Post Office of the

Falkland Islands.

Article 1.

Parcels subject to the collection of Trace Charges 
car. be exchanged between the Uni tea Kingdom ana the 
Post Office Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Article a-

amount of Traae Charge in the case 
of parcels fer delivery in the Uni tea Kingdom is fixed 
at £40 per parcel, and, in the case of parcels for 
delivery in Stanley, Falkland Islands at £40 per 
parcel.

The . axL;U1.

In calculating the amount of Trade Charge, 
fractions of a penny are ignored.

Article 3.

.0«

Each Administration fixes the special fee to be 
levied frc-i the sender of a parcel subject to ^ Trace 
Charge.

l.

Trie fee .c.st not exceed:

(a) 2cd. for each £1 or fraction of £1 tc be
collected, in the case of parcels posteu. 
in the United Kingdom.

(b) 8&u. for each £1 or fraction cf £l tc be
collector, in the case cf parcels posted 
in Stanley, Faiklaru Islanas.

3. Each Administration shall communicate to the 
other the special fee fixed in its service by virtue of 
the preceding paragraph, as veil as any alteration 
subsequently aaue in it.

3. This fee Is shared between the Administration 
cf the country of origin and that of the country of 
destination In the manner prescribed in the Detailed 
Regulations.

Article 4.
In audition to the special fee fixed bv the 

preceding Article the Post Office of the country in which 
a parcel subject to a iraae Charge is costed uay cc ik oct 
a posting fee from the senaer, ana the Post Office of

1.
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the country of destination, of a parcel subject tc a 
Traae Charge ma,y collect a delivery fee from the 
addressee.

2. The 1X33ting fee must not exceed
(a) In the case of a parcel posted in the United

Kingdom, 2d. per parcel.
(b) In the case of a parcel posted in Stanley,

Falklana Islands,
3. The delivery fee must not exceed

(a) In the ca.se cf a parcel delivered In the
United Kingdom, 4d. per parcel.

(b) In the case of a parcel delivered in Stanley,
Falkland Islands, 4a. per parcel.

4. Each Administration shall communicate to the 
other the special fees fixed in its service by virtue of
this Article, as .veil as any alterations subsequently 
made in the*

O'i per pureei.
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These fees shall be retained by the office which 
collects them.

o.

Article 5.
The arsounts cf Trace Charges collected are liquidated 

by means c:f Trade Charge Money Orders, which are issued 
free of all charges, 
honey Order which cannot be delivered remains at the 
disposal of the Administration of the country cf origin 
of the parcel on which the Trade Charge is payable.

Article 6.

The amount of a Trade Charge

In principle, the amounts cf Trade Charges should 
be paid in by the addressee of the parcel ana paid out 
to the sender in gold} but each Administration shall 
have power to receive ana employ for this purpose 
any other money legally current in its country, provided 
that duo allowance is uau. for any difference in the 
exchange value.

Article ?.
1. The loss of a parcel subject to a Trade Charge 

entails responsibility upon the Postal Service in the 
conditions fixed by the Regulations for the exchange of 
parcels by Parcel Post between the United Kingdom
cf Great Britain ana I re lana aria the Falkland Islands.

2. After the delivery of the parcel the Post Office 
of the country of destination is responsible for the 
amount of the Trade Charge, unless it can prove that 
the parcel ana the relative Despatch Note (if one is 
used) diu not, when transmitted to its service, bear the 
indications prescribed in the Detailed Regulations for’ 
parcels subject to Traae Charges. Nevertheless an 
application as to the disposal of the amount of a Trade 
Charge is only entertained if maae within a year of th<» 
posting cf the parcel.
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Article 3.

The sealer of a parcel poster, tauer this arrange
ment may not have the amount of the Trade Charge 
cancelled or reuuceu. after posting.

Article 3.

The two AsLuinistrations undertake to admit .creels 
subject to Trane Charges in transit through their 
services.
Trane Charges collected, will be dram up and settler 
directly between the Post Offices of origin and destina
tion of the parcels subject to Trace Charges.

Article 10.

The two Administrations are authorized to fix by 
common consent the measures of uetaii necessary for 
ensuring the performance of the present Hales and to 
modify them from time to time in accordance with 
the needs of the service.

Nevertheless, the accounts relative to the

Article 11.
These Rules shall ccmo into force on the date to 

be agrees upon between the two Administrations.
They will remain in force until the expiry of one year 
from the sate on which either Administration shall 
give notice to the other of its intention to terminate 
them.
for the purposes of these Instructions is the 1st 
January, 1~2Q.

The aato agreed upon by the two Administrations

Detailed Regulations for carrying out the Rules
governing the exchange of Postal Parcels subject to 

Trade Charges between the Post Office of Great Britain 

ana Ireland ana the Post Office of Stanley, Falkland
Islanas.

Article I.
1. On parcels subject to Trane Charges, and on the 

Despatch Notes, if any, relating to them, the worn 
"ftembourseuent“ must be written or printed 'boldly 
beside the aaaress, ana after it, the amount of the 
Trade Charge must be shown, in Latin characters, in 
the money of the country of origin, without erasure 
or correction, even if certified.

2. Each parcel subject to a Trace Charge must be 
accompanied by a separate Despatch Note, in services 
in which Despatch Notes are used.

3. Each parcel subject to a Trade Charge uru the 
relative Despatch Note, if one is used, must bear 
label with the word "Remboursement" a roe

in Latin characters.
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4. Each parcel subject to a Trane Cliarge posted 
unner this arrangement must hear on the cover aru on 
the back of the relative Despatch Note, if one is used, 
a request signed by the sender that, if the parcel is 
unnellverable at the expiration of 15 uays froxa its 
arrival at the place of destination, it is to be (a) 
abandonee or Co) returned to him at his expense.

Article II.

Each parcel subject to a Trade Charge is entered on 
the parcel bill with a note of the amount of the Trane 
Charge.

Article III.

1. Every parcel subject to a Trane Charge is accom
panied by a Trane Charge Money Oroer in conformity 
aith or analogous to the spocliacn B annexed to the 
present Buies, 
to the Despatch, ilcte, or to the parcel bill •.vhen no 
Despatch Note is use-, should bear a statement of
the amount of the Trade Charge in the currency of 
the country of origin, ana shoula show, as a general 
rule, the sender of the parcel as payee of the Oruer,
It is free to each Administration, however, to have the 
Orders relating to the parcels originating in its service 
addressed to the offices of origin of the parcels or to 
other offices.

2. Entries In pencil will not be allowed on Trade 
Charge Money Orders.

This Money Orncr, which is attached

Article IV.

Except by contrary agreement between the Administrations 
of origin and of destination, the a,mints of the 
Trade Charge Orders are converted into the currency of 
the country of destination by the Post Office of that 
country, which used for this purpose the same rate cf 
conversion as it uses for the conversion of ordinary 
Money Orders drawn on the country of origin of the 
parcels.

Article V.

Immediately after collecting the Trade Charge, 
the Office of destination, or any Other Office designated 
by the Administration of the country of destination 
fills in the
Charge Oruer, ana, after Impressing it with its date- 
stamp, returns it free of postage to the country of 
origin in the ..anzu.r prescribed by Article XXIV, paragraph 
1, of the Detailed Regulations for the execution of the 
Principal Convention of the Postal Union, or any Article 
which uuy be substituted therefor.

Trade Charge Orders are paid under the condi
tions determined by each Administration with a view 
to ensure the payment of the amounts of the Trade 
Charges to the senders of the parcels.

1.

rt "Indications uc Service" of the Trane

2.

Article VI.

1. Parcels subject to the uoliection of Traae Charges 
can be redirected if the new country of destination
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/li&intains v/ith that of origin an exchange of Trade 
Charge parcels. The parcels are, in case of re- 
uirection, accompanied by the 7rale Charge Orders 
imxde out by the service of origin. The new office 
of aestination acts in the settlement of the Trc-le 
Charge as if the parcel had been airectly consigned 
to it.

In the case of an application for redirection to 
a country which does not maintain with that of origin 
an exchange of Trane Charge parcels, the parcel is 
treaten ms one which cannot be -delivered.

Article VII.

1. Trane Charge Orners relating to parcels which, 
for any reason whatever, are returned to origin should 
be cancelled by the Office which returns the parcels 
ann should be annexed to the Despatch Notes, or, if 
no Despatch Notes are usen, to the bill on which the 
parcels art; anviseu.

Trane Charge Orders mislaid, lost, or destroyed 
before the collection of the Trade Charge are replaced, 
without formalities, by new orders bearing the heading 
"Duplicaten.
directly to the Office of origin of the parcel.

Trane Charge Orders mislaid, lost, or destroyed 
after the collection of the Trane Charge are likewise 
replaced by duplicates, or by authorities to pay, after 
proof by the two Post Offices that the 0ruers have not 
been pain or refunner.

The request for a. duplicate is addressed

o •

Article VIII.

1. Trade Charge Orders which it has not been 
possible to deliver to the payees within the period of 
validity fixed by the Agreement concluded between the 
two Anministrations for "the exchange of Money Orners 
are, at the expiration of the period of vaiinity, 
receipted by the Office of the country of payment, and 
are claimed from the Office .which issued theut,

2. Trane Charge Cruers which have been nelivuren
to the payees ana of which the payees have not claimed 
payment within the perion of vaiinity fixen by the 
Buies for the transaction of Money Order business 
between the two Administrations are replaced by 
authorities to pay. 
a ravin up by the Office which issues, the Orners, as soon 
as it iias been able tc ascertain that the originals 
have not been pain within the perion of validity.
They are receipted by the Post Office of destination 
and claimed by it in the first account rennered after 
their receipt.

These authorities to pay are

Article IX.

Trade Charge Money Orders of which payment 
cannot be effected for one of the following reasons

1.

i. Incorrect, insufficient or doubtful nesc riot ion 
of the name or residence of the

ii. Differences cr omissions of
payees;

names or amounts; i
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/ iii. Erasures of, or additions to,
iv. Omission of stamps, signatures or other 

service indications;
v. Use of irregular forms;

shall he corrected, by the Rest Office which has issued 
them.

the entries;
/

3. For this purpose, the Orders shall be returned as 
soon as possible, officially registered, to the Office cf 
origin by the Office of -destination.

Article X.
1. Tne settlement relative to Trace Charges paid 

by each Post Office on behalf of the other Post Office 
is effected by means of Trade Charge Accounts 
(specimen A annexed) the final totals of which are 
carried to the General Account between the United 
Kingdom end Stanley, Falkland Islands, under the 
headings "Trade Charge Money Orders".

3. In the Trace Ctiarge accounts, which are accom
panied by the paid ana receipted Trade Charge Orders, 
the Oraers are entered in alphabetical sequence of the 
Offices of issue ana in numerical sequence of their 
issue at that Office. At the one of the account the 
Office which has drawn it up deducts from the total 
sum of its credit a naif per cent., representing the 
share cf the ether Office in the Trade Charge fee.

3. The verification of the Trace Charge accounts is 
effected according £o the rules for the transaction of 
Money Order business between the two Post Offices.

Article XI.
The present Regulations shall be brought into opera

tion on the auy on which the Rules come into force. 
They shall have the so.ee duration as the Rules.

Approved by the Administrator in Council, under 

the provisions of The Post Office Ordinance, 1338, 

this 3th oay of February, 1320. A*

Clerk, Executive Council.
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